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Abstract 
On results of continuous groups analysis the fundamental set of governing equations for density, momentum, 
temperature and concentrations was selected for deep investigations. For linearized sets complete solutions satis-
fying the compatibility condition were constructed. Set of complete solutions includes regular perturbed func-
tions describing waves and singular perturbed functions corresponding to fine flow components. All flow com-
ponents were visualized inside internal wave fields by high resolving schlieren instruments in the laboratory tank. 
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Introduction 
Study of waves is one of the main topics in experimental and theoretical fluid mechanics due to practical im-
portance of the phenomena and scientific universality as concepts of waves used almost in all branches of sci-
ence. Starting from pioneer papers of L. Euler, J. Lagrange, P.S. Laplace, G.G. Stokes, W.M. Rankine surface 
wave mechanics was developed for homogeneous fluid in uniform gravity field. Then capillary waves were rec-
ognized by famous scientist W. Thomson from observation of upstream and downstream disturbances patterns 
near the fishing line, and proper equations were written. In the late 19th century Rayleigh found that the density 
stratification provides a room for the existence of specific oscillations and found that buoyancy frequency limits 
the frequency range of running internal waves [1]. F. Nansen cruising on the “Fram” under sail and a weak motor 
met mysterious “dead water” in Norwegian fjords and Russian Polar seas and later invited V. Ekman to study in-
ternal wave impact on ship navigation [2]. 
Further development of mathematical studies leads to discovery inertial waves existing in generally rotating 
fluids, playing important role in an environmental mechanics on the rotating Earth. Understanding of the wave 
motion basic principles is mostly based on the theory of infinitesimal disturbances in ideal fluid. But real liquid 
and gases are dissipative media characterized by viscosity providing dissipation of motions and temperature or 
salinity diffusion. Investigation of dissipative factor effects on periodic waves dynamic and structure is subject of 
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intensive current efforts to create mathematical models of phenomena that had not before an adequate mathe-
matical description. 
Due to development of experimental techniques an existence of so called fine structure was revealed which 
manifests itself in long-living regular or random sets of high gradient interfaces and isolated filaments inside a 
flow in wide range of scales extending from light years in a galactic events to microns in laboratory microflows 
As an example at one boundary of the scale range, the Hubble photo of a gas sphere, formed after the flash of star 
U in constellation of Camelopardalis (diameter of multilevel shell is 1.6×1017 cm [1]) with a regular shell and ra-
dial structures is reproduced in Fig. 1, a.  
 a)  b)  c) 
Fig. 1. Regular radial structure in gas an liquid volumes: (a) Hubble photo of U Cam star; (b) (c) Microscope image of drying drop 
of nanoparticles quartz suspension on transparent substrate  
On other boundary of the scale range fine structure pattern of micron scales forming in drying drop of ethanol 
solution filled with quartz nano-particles presented in Fig. 1, b, c [2]. A system of radial strokes with step of 
0.07–0.1 mm (43.4 strokes per radian) was formed in the drop with average diameter 0.63 cm. The subsurface 
liquid moves from the drop center to the periphery, while contrast strokes grow in opposite direction. 
 a)  b) 
Fig. 2. Side view of stratified flow past towing cylinder in continuously stratified liquid: (a) – conventional schlieren image, (b) – 
colour Maksoutov slit-thread image. Thin curve vertical lines ahead of the body are density markers the visualizing horizontal 
component of the fluid velocity (complete upstream blocking is manifested by a vertical flat part of the markers in the flow center). 
Boundary between black and white strips and gray of black curved lines are crests and troughs of internal waves. 
 
One more example of extended soaring interfaces formed inside the field of attached (lee) internal waves past 
a horizontal cylinder uniformly moving in a tank filled with continuously stratified fluid is shown in Fig. 2. Fine 
extended interfaces in flow was observed past cylinder with diameter d 5 cm towing with velocity 
0.24U  cm/s in initially continuously stratified fluid with buoyancy period bT = 10.5 s [3]. 
The sharp interfaces are placed inside the density wake and on the horizons with the largest value of velocity 
shear in the internal wave field outside the density wake. Formed interfaces plays important role in transport of 
substances. They act as attractor for passive admixture. Patch in initially smoothly distributed in the space solv-
able dye lost its homogeneity and deeply coloured strips are gradually formed while the dye was accumulated on 
interfaces [4]. 
Data of numerous laboratory and numerical experiments led to revisiting one of traditional problems of fluid 
mechanics that is searching of relationships not only between the wave (potential) and the eddy (vortex) flow 
components but to more general setting: to define relations between the waves, eddies, and the fine structure of 
the medium. Improvement of analytical and numerical models and experimental techniques is necessary for bet-
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ter understanding fluid flows and foreseeing the weather and climate change as well as further development of 
practical technology. The paper presents the results of innovative theoretical and experimental studies of periodic 
stratified flows including internal waves and a set of supplementing fine flow components. Theoretical studies 
are directed to construct complete solutions of the fundamental set of governing equations. In experiments high 
spatial resolution visualizing instruments were used. 
 
Set of fundamental equations and parameters of the flow 
Current fluid mechanics operates with a number of coexisting mathematical and physical models, describing 
particular phenomena that are different waves, vortices, laminar and turbulent flows. Different sets of governing 
equations really define distinguished meaning for physical quantities denoted by the same symbols. Changing the 
content of the physical quantities leads to distinctions in the methods of setting and interpretation of experiments. 
Parallel existence of different concepts leads to incompatibility of independent experimental data and lack of data 
accumulation procedure into a unified model. Scrutiny analysis shows that one of reason of non-uniqueness of 
theoretical hydromechanics follows from the foundations of theoretical mechanics where difference between a 
solid body motion and fluid medium flows is not clearly distinguished [5]. 
Mathematical modeling of fluid flows is based on conceptions of Real Numbers, Metric (vector) space, time 
as the scalar parameter of a continuous transformation and Motion as continuous transformation of the space into 
itself with keeping a distance between points. Motion is decomposed into independent rectilinear translation and 
rotation around instantaneous center v vi r k i k ijk j kr r r r  (written in tensor notation, ijk  is the Levi-
Civita permutation symbol, j  is component of angular velocity). Motions are characterized by ten-parametric 
group of transformations which include subgroups of translation with uniform velocity and specials groups of ro-
tations SO(2) in 2D space and SO(3) in 3D space. Elementary (Euclidean) geometry corresponds to the group of 
motions. 
Mathematical property of the external composition means keeping the product of scalar (mass m ) by a vector 
(velocity U ) that is vector of momentum mp U  inside the vector space and provides mathematical identity be-
tween conceptions of “displacement of a point solid body” and “motion (of the 3D space)”. From E. Noether's 
theorem follows that momentum mp U  and angular momentum M r p  as well as kinetic energy 
2E p U  in Lagrangian system are conserved as sequence of homogeneity and isotropy of a space and time. 
Fluidity (deformability) is the main physical property of liquid and gases. Their elementary flows are de-
scribed by Cauchy-Helmholtz decomposition v v vi r k i k ijk j k i l lr r r r x r . Shear term in fluid 
flows operator vi lx  eliminates independence of translation and rotation operators composing operator of 
motion. 
Different properties of operators of motion and flows explain independent definition of the fluid flow concep-
tion which is not motion in its classic definition. And fluid flow is not a vector or tensor space, which is charac-
terised by one vector (velocity) fields even in homogeneous fluid approximation. 
Parameters of fluid flows are defined by its physical properties of concrete medium by set of governing equa-
tions. List of basic fluid parameters includes the equations of state for density , ,P S T , internal energy 
, ,e e T S P  thermodynamic potentials. Meaning of physical quantities of mechanical nature is described by 
selected model (system of governing equations). 
Follow axiomatics of classical fluid mechanics the basic set of governing equations have been derived from 
the “first principles” that are from laws of conservation of matter, momentum, energy and concentration of com-
ponents. It is known that all basic equations were presented in the first edition of the seminar course of Landau 
and Lifshitz published in 1944 [6] and later was confirmed in a number of modern textbooks on atmospheric and 
oceanic hydrodynamics [7, 8]. In Euclidean coordinate frame the set of fundamental governing equations have 
the form 
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where P is pressure, T  is temperature, S  is salinity, jp  is momentum, k  is angular velocity, ig  is gravity 
acceleration, if , TQ , SQ  are external forces, temperature an salt sources, , ,T S  are dissipative coefficients 
of kinematic viscosity, temperature conductivity and diffusion. Boundary conditions for set (1) are physically 
pre-conditioned no-slip for momentum, no-flux for density and specific (no-flux of given value) for temperature 
and salinity. 
The set (1) define meaning of physical quantities and fixes connections between thermodynamic parameters 
, , ,P T S  the fluid and momentum p  which is indicator of flows. Basic physical quantities , , , ,p P T S  in the 
set (1) are observable that are they can be measured with estimation of accuracy. The vector of momentum mani-
fests itself due to forcing action of the flow onto the obstacle and volume or mass flow rate. 
Vector of velocity v /j jp  is derivative parameter which cannot be observed directly as in axiomatics of 
continuous media the individual “fluid particle” cannot be identified and traced. Unique vector field cannot be 
applied for compete description of a flow because of difference of “motion” and “flow” decompositions and must 
be supplemented in fields of others dependent physical quantities presented in the set (1) that are density, pres-
sure, temperature and concentration (salinity). 
Hypothesis of the “passive transport” for small particles or soluble dye spots in the flow cannot be proved 
mathematically or confirmed experimentally. Any solid body cannot represent motion of the fluid because a solid 
body is not only transported by the flow but also is swirling around its own axis in any shear flow and disturbs 
surrounding fluid. Frequencies of the body rotation around the flow axis and swirling around its own axis in the 
compound vortex produced by a disc rotating in the cylindrical container depend on the body shape and size [9]. 
Liquid solvable and dissolvable markers have their own dynamics' which differ from transport of surrounding 
fluid and depends on their composition, localization and flow structure in a domain introducing the marker. Illus-
trating examples of active behaviour of the dye and oil patches in vortex flows are presented in [10, 11]. 
Direct calculation showed that the set (1) rewritten for conventional variables reflecting connections between 
thermodynamic parameters , , ,P T S  and mechanical quantities , ,p P  with dual mechanical and thermody-
namic meaning is characterized by point symmetries with next generators [12] 
1 tX , 2 xX , 3 yX , 4 zX  – shifts in time and space; 








y z v wX z y w gt v  – rotations in free 
fallen coordinate frame in uniform gravity field; 
8 x uX t , 9 y vX t , 10 z wX t  – generators groups of Galilelian transformation. 
Generators 8 10...X X  are consequence of the left-hand sides of equations of fluid mechanics form (1), includ-
ing the total differentials. Operators with dissipative coefficients at the right-hand sides of equations (1) contain 
second spatial derivatives and does not affect the form of this transformation. 
The fundamental set (1) is unique system for physically based physical quantities which are invariant under 
the ten-parametric Galilelian group, reflecting general for all mechanical systems principles of homogeneity of 
space and time, isotropy of space and the equivalence of all inertial reference frames [12]. Nonidentity transfor-
mations which are naturally used for simplification of the set (1) lead to reduced sets with shrunken of expanded 
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groups of symmetry. Neglecting by compressibility, temperature and diffusion effects yields the set (1) reduced 
to the D'Alembert – Navier – Stokes set of equations for homogeneous fluid 
3v 0, v vi i i i i i iP g  (3) 
In homogeneous gravity field g  the set (2) is reduced to the standard form by redefining of pressure 
( 1P P ) and is characterized by the family of generators 
1 x y u vY y x v u  
2 x z u wY z x w u , 3 y z v wY z y w v , 
4 tY , 5 2 2t PY t Pr vr v  (4) 
1 1 1 1x u PY x , 2 2 2 2y v PY y , 
3 3 3 3z w PY z , PY t  
where 1 2 3, ,  are arbitrary functions of time (laws of motions of the coordinate frame). 






Y  which are transformed into operators of shift 
if 1 2 3 1  and in operators of Galilelian transformations if 1 2 3 1 t  are arisen. For arbitrary 
functions 1 2 3, ,  infinite-dimensional subalgebras 1Y , 2Y , 2Y  generate transformations expanding Gali-
lelian relativity principle on coordinate frames moving with arbitrary rectilinear accelerations. 
The family (4) contains operator of the group of dilatation 5Y , which have no analogues in the family (2). The 
presence of the operator explains the wide using approximations of the boundary layer in hydro- and aerodynam-
ics of homogeneous fluid [6]. Structures of fine flow components inside inhomogeneous fluids have more com-
plex nature reflecting the symmetry of the set of the groups (2). More complete results of group-theoretical 
analysis for various systems of equations describing turbulent flows are presented in [12, 13]. 
The fundamental set (1) must be treated as system of differential equations satisfying to condition of compati-
bility which defines the rank of the set that is the order of the highest derivative if the set can be transformed into 
unique equation for one of variables. The rank of the set defines the order of linearised system and a number of 
linearly independent functions constituted the complete solution. Besides the rank the dimension of extended 
physical space which includes configuration space, its expansion onto the space of the first derivatives and a 
number of all physical parameters presented in the set (1) can be specified. In general case the rank and extended 
dimension of the problem set are high enough that is fluid flows are more complicated physical phenomena than 
motion. Flows include many components at every points described by independent functions. 
Since techniques of approximate or constitutive models derivations contain non-identical transformations new 
systems are characterized by their own specific groups of symmetry and own family of conserved parameters. So 
the meanings of the same symbols are changed and do not correspond to their meanings defined by the funda-
mental set (1). Absence of universal models retards the development of experimental fluid dynamics. 
Practically the most important fluids like water or air are characterized by small dissipative coefficients with 
respect to product of macroscopic velocities and length scales. In the case of the set (1) or (2) in terms with de-
rivatives with the highest order small coefficients are presented. Such systems are treated by methods of singular 
perturbations theory. 
Intrinsic and derivatives length scales of flows. 
Stratification and general rotation effects typical for environmental and technological flows are characterized 
by intrinsic frequencies (for buoyancy N and for rotation ). Another group of parameters characterizes bound-
ary conditions that are linear scale L , velocity U , external sources and forces TQ , SQ  if . These parameters 
can be characterized by length scales of two types: macroscopic length like scale of stratification 
1ln /d dz , size of an obstacle L , length of internal N bUT  and inertial waves 2 /U . 
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Dissipative effects are responsible for formation of several kinds of microscopic flow components with differ-
ent length scales. Intrinsic scales of interfaces in momentum, temperature and salinity fields of stratified fluid are 
defined by dissipative coefficients and buoyancy frequency N : /N N , /T TN N , 
/S SN N or rotation  frequency / , /T T , /S S . There is another 
group of microscales defined by external velocity U  with length ( )U U , 
( )T
TU U  and 
( )S
SU U . 
For periodic flow with velocity U  and wave vector k  where shift of the wave frequency  of the wave having 
is defined by the Doppler effect kU , these groups of scales become identical. 
Ratios of scales define conventional non-dimensional parameters that are Reynolds ReUUL L , Pé-
clet on temperature PeT TT UUL L  and salinity PeS SS UUL L  numbers. In turns, their 
rations define Prandtl Pr T  and Schmidt Sc S  numbers. Conditions of conservation for Re  and Pe  
numbers in modeling are incompatible with conditions of waves modeling where internal Froude 
2 2Fr 2i iU N L L  or Rossby 
2 2Ro 2RU L L  numbers are conserved. 
Ratio of buoyancy and geometric scales 0C z z zL L  governs the value of density gradient selec-
tion in modeling ( 0  is reference density and zL  is density difference on the vertical scale zL ). If envi-
ronment stratified flows with a scale NL  are reproduced in a laboratory with similarity coefficient N mM L L  
the condition of ratio C  conservation defines the coefficient of density gradient strengthening, which had to be 
increased in M  times. 
Condition of completeness of fluid mechanics experiment performed in laboratory or in environment is satis-
fied if all parameters in the set (1) are measured and the data provide visualizing the flow components with the 
largest scales of the problem ( L , N , ) and resolving components with the smallest scales ( /N N , 
/T TN N , /S SN N or / , /T T , /S S ) characterizing the fine 
flow structure. As the fluid velocity is non-observable parameter new instruments and protocols must be devel-
oped for measurement of the flow momentum. When density variations in the flow are small, velocity can be 
used as representative parameter of large flow components. But special technique for visualization of fine flow 
structure must be used even in this case. 
Classification of periodic flows in fluids 
The complex structure of the gentlest stratified flow which is formed by a motionless obstacle of arbitrary 
form submerged into continuously stratified fluid at rest was described in [14]. The complexity is saved with in-
creasing of the body velocity with respect to surrounding fluid and manifests itself in periodic flows formed by 
moving bodies. In case of the small amplitude the governing equations of the set (1) can be linearized and inves-
tigated by the methods of singular perturbation theory taking into account regular perturbed and singular per-
turbed expansions [15]. 
In unbounded stratified fluid all physical quantities of stationary periodic flows with fixed real positive fre-
quency  and complex wave number 1 2ik k k  (describing the dissipation of wave energy) can be founded in 
form of products of individual amplitude factor 0 ( , )r tv v , 0 ( , )p p r t , 0 ( , )r t  by Fourier integrals 
on plane waves ( , ) exp ( )r t i tkr  
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, exp ,j x y zj x y x y x y
j
A a k k i k k k z k x k y t dk dk  (5) 
where A  is pressure, density, components of velocity, temperature or salinity. Here summation is performed for 
all roots of dispersion relation, following after substitution of expansion (5) into linearized set (1), supplemented 
by boundary conditions on contact surfaces and at infinity. In this and following expressions the temporal factor 
exp i t  is omitted. 
The dispersion relation describing connections between the wave number components follows from compati-
bility condition after substitution (5) in the linearized set (1) and is presented in factorized form of the algebraic 
equation of tenth degree 
( , ) ( , ) 0D k F k , 2 2 2 2x y zk k k k  (6) 
2
2 2 2 2
( )( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )








kF k D k D k D k k i
k kD k D k N k D k D k N k
 
2 2 2
x yk k k , 
2( , )D k i k , 2( , )
T TD k i k , 
2( , )
S SD k i k  
In (6) terms with the wave number components mean strong dependence of the flow from details of the boundary 
geometry The regular solutions of algebraic equation (6) have typical wave forms with large real and small 
imaginary part 1 2k k . 
The other parts of solutions (6) have typical singular perturbed forms and can be expressed by series with ex-
ponent  defined after substitution in equation (6) singular perturbed expansion 
2
0 1 2 ... , 0zk k k k  (7) 
Imaginary parts of these roots are not small 1 2~k k  and inverse proportional to dissipative coefficient 
~ /k . These solutions describe small scale flow components [16]. 
Complete set of the equations (1) for 7 variables (density, pressure, three components of velocity, temperature 
and salinity) is of tenth order. Among its periodic solution there are two regular and eight singular perturbed 
types. Part of solutions can be omitted due to boundary conditions at infinity. Regular perturbed solutions in lim-
iting cases match continuously the solution of Navier – Stokes and Euler sets. 
Complete classification of periodic solutions including waves of different types that are inertial waves in rotat-
ing fluids, internal waves in a stratified fluid, acoustic waves in compressible fluids and hybrid waves of different 
types was given in [17]. The number of regular components and periodic components representing waves is the 
same in different models in a viscous or ideal stratified fluid, taking into account all dissipative factors. Number 
of singular perturbed components corresponding to fine flow components depends on the model and it is the 
largest when all dissipative factors are taken into account. Location of both component of the complete solutions 
that are regular (waves) and singular perturbed is prescribed by the boundary conditions. In general case fine 
component can be pronounced rather far from the source. Non-linear terms in the set (1) provide direct interac-
tion between both large and small components of complete solution leading to formation of the fine components 
inside domain of intersecting of different waves of generation of the waves by interacting fine flows. 
The linearized Navier – Stokes equations have 6-th order for both stratified and homogeneous fluids. The vis-
cosity, which characterizes dissipation of vector parameter momentum p , ensures existence four (or at least two) 
different singular perturbed components in contrast with scalar parameters like temperature and salinity. The sys-
tem is solvable, and singular components are different in stratified environment. One of them is specific internal 
and depends on the slope of solid boundary angle, while the second one is universal and does not depend on ge-
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ometry. In limiting case of homogeneous fluid both singular solutions become identical, that is the problem be-
come degenerated and ill-posed [17]. In ideal fluid approximation can be calculated only for regular solutions. 
To distinguish the fine structures of the flow some special demands to the experimental techniques follows 
from the equations (1) and appropriate boundary conditions. The view field must be large enough to visualize 
transverse and longitudinal structure of the wave beams. Spatial resolution of the instrument must be high enough 
to distinguish fine singular disturbed flow components 
Further calculations gave the value of fluid velocity , ,q pv  in coordinate frame concomitant with running 
conic wave beam (axis q  is directed along the wave beam sloping under the angle arcsin( / )N  to horizon 
and axis p  in the transverse direction, is angular variable). Fluid velocity components in the wave beam gen-
erated by disc with radius R  oscillating with velocity magnitude 0U  on horizontal plane are presented in multi-
plicative form [16] 




w NiU RA , 









G p q dk k ik p
p q
, 2 2sin sin , 
Numerical visualization of exact solution of linearized governing equations describing infinitesimal flows of vis-
cous exponentially stratified fluid, induced by horizontal disc, performing periodic vertical oscillations is presented 
in Fig. 3. Both regular and singular perturbed components exist in the whole space. Regular components, filling the 
whole space (weak background in Fig. 3), are the most profound in the wave cone sloping under the angle  to ho-
rizon. Ratio of disc diameter to viscous wave length scale ( 3D sL g N ) defines modal structure of the 
beam. The shape of the wave beam is in good agreement with calculated by formula (8) [16]. The singular compo-
nents locate on the emitting surface and form thin twinkle envelopes of the wave cone. Due to small value of kinetic 
coefficients transverse sizes of interfaces are small and for their visualization the most sensitive and well spatially 
resolved methods have to be used. 
a)
 
b)  c)  d)
 
Fig. 3. Flow pattern in the central cross section of the conical periodic internal wave beam produced by the vertically oscillating horizontal disc: 
(a), (b) – calculated horizontal component of velocity at 0.25 bt T  and its second derivative at 0t  ( R = 4 cm, bT = 5.2 s, 
11 s , 
0U  = 0.25 cm/c); (c), (d) – schlieren visualization / N 0.55; 0.97 ( d = 5 cm, bT = 7.1 s , amplitude of the disc oscillations A  = 0.25 cm). 
 
The singular flow components are characterized by high levels of vorticity and rate of energy dissipation. During 
the wave period the envelopes are being gradually distributed across the whole beam and finally concentrated within 
thin edges interfaces. Outer and inner envelopes are shown in Fig. 3, a in convergent phases. Locations of singular 
components of periodic internal waves demonstrate pattern of the second derivatives of velocity (Fig. 3, b). While 
regular and singular components are emitted by the disc edge along all available directions, non-linear effects are 
most expressed inside the conical domain located directly under the disc where the wave beams are intersected and 
their inner envelopes are converged. 
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Conventional schlieren images of small disturbances produced by the oscillating disc are presented in Fig. 3, c, d. 
Due to axial symmetry of the flow only central cross section is visualized. All wave beams are well outlined when 
N  (Fig. 3, c). Images of the wave beams are antisymmetric as motions of the fluid particles occur in opposite 
directions above and below the disc. Right and left parts of the image in Fig. 3, c are antisymmetric as horizontal 
displacements in beams occur in opposite directions. Thin horizontal strips in the central part in Fig. 3, c represent 
the flows induced by diffusion on the disc. Elliptic domain around the disc shows the near field region where non-
linear effects are important. Small edge vortex rings are formed in vicinity of the disc trajectory turning points. 
Internal wave crests and troughs are oriented vertically when the frequency of the disc oscillation reaches the 
buoyancy frequency (Fig. 3, d) and the near wave field is extended in vertical direction. Weak secondary waves are 
visible in the upper left part of the picture. Both regular wave disturbances are saved in vicinity of the source if the 
frequency of oscillations exceeds the buoyancy frequency ( N ) and only edge vortices and diffusion induced 
flows still exist. 
a) b) c) d)
Fig. 4. Schlieren images (slit-filament) of flows induced by vertically oscillating sphere ( d = 4.5 cm,: ( )-(d) – bT = 11.2, 11.2, 11.2, 7.3 s; 2A = 
1.0, 5.4, 2.8, 2.8 cm; 1/ 0.73; 0.43; 0.8; 0.8 sN . 
 
More intensive internal waves are formed by the vertically oscillating sphere. Thin dashed horizontal lines in the 
central part in Fig. 4, a, b mark the body turning levels. Elliptic domain around the sphere and double dark vertical 
lines near the sphere poles in Fig. 4, a shows the near field region where non-linear effects are valuable. Dark hori-
zontal lines inside internal wave beams of large amplitude are non-linear envelope produced by singular perturbed 
components interaction. Different running short horizontal interfaces do not destroy the stratification in Fig. 4, b. 
Dark lines on edges of the wave beam in Fig. 4 visualise high gradient interfaces bounding running internal 
waves beam. In domain of convergence the interacting interfaces produce “trauma” of stratification and semi-closed 
mushroom-like structures and closed vortex loops. The vertical size of vortices exceeds the vertical swing H  of the 
sphere. Sharp mushroom-like interfaces are formed in domains of convergences of high gradient envelopes of the 
wave beam directly in the fluid body without any contact with solid boundaries (Fig. 4, c). The high gradient inter-
faces outline gradually the whole domain around the moving sphere.  
 a)  b)  c) 
Fig. 5. Schlieren images of flows induced by large oscillating sphere ( d = 6.7 cm, bT =14.5 s H = 10 cm: ( )- (c) t = 7, 24, 37 s; 
A rich fine structure is formed in the flow produced by a neutral buoyancy sphere free oscillating on equilibrium 
horizon [18]. Long jets covered by a spherical cap are bounded by high gradient interfaces formed in domain of in-
tersections of emitted internal wave cones and propagate from the free space to the body. The pronounced fine 
structure always presents in the internal wave field and is visualised by high resolution schlieren instrument after 
intensification due to non-linear interactions between different envelopes. 
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Conclusion 
Mathematically defined conception of vector space and motion are distinguished from the deformable con-
tinuous medium and the fluid flow which is self-consistent variations of basic physical quantities set presenting in 
resolvable models. Momentum p , density and pressure P  constitute minimal family of flow parameters in 
resolvable models. 
Set of fundamental equations representing basic balance laws for basic parameters that are density, vector 
momentum, internal energy and concentration together with the equation of state constitute adequate basis for 
mathematical modelling of flows. From compatibility condition follows that the fundamental set is of the high 
order. Complete solutions describe both large scale and fine flow components which are in reasonable agreement 
with data of precision experimental study of periodic internal waves. 
Scalar parameters of flowing fluid can be measured by a number of methods. To control dynamic of flow new 
methods providing direct measurements of momentum must be developed. 
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